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THE GOOD, THE BAD & THE UGLY
The good news is that Nortec has renewed a contract with BVHS for at least 6 months for Work Experience Program.
The bad is that the museum is not open to the public and our markets are cancelled for now. We are answering emails,
fulfilling orders for books & DVDs and replying to any research requests. The ugly is, of course, COVID-19 which is
causing the bad news and will affect the good news as well through suspending the Nortec contract.
We hope all our members and supporters take care and stay safe. Newsletters will continue to be produced with stories
and any interesting bits we find. We will put them on line for those who usually pick them up at the library and council
offices. https://www.mullumbimbymuseum.org.au/newsletter-2/

Pandemics and Déjà Vu All Over Again
Australia suffered between 12,000 and 15,000 deaths due to the ‘Spanish Flu’ according to the various websites conjured
up by Mr Google. One of them, the 1920 Year Book of Australia, Section 34, says Of the 65,930 deaths which were
registered during 1919, no less than 11,989 (7,046 males and 4,943 females) were classified as due to influenza…, and that
NSW contributed 5980 of those deaths (3350 Metropolitan and 2630 in Remainder of State, giving a respective death rate
of 4.13 and 2.28 per 1000 people). The Year Book’s ‘Section 5’ records 5783 deaths in NSW (3518 males and 2265 females)
and 11,552 Australia-wide, using the Abridged International Classification definitions of ‘Influenza’.
The 1920 Report on the influenza epidemic in New South Wales in 1919 by the NSW Department of Public Health says NSW
suffered 6244 deaths (3770 males and 2474 females, and 3902 Metropolitan and 2342 Remainder of State) due to
‘Pneumonic Influenza’, ‘Influenza with Pneumonia’ and ‘Influenza’…, giving a Metropolitan Death Rate of 4.33 per 1000
people, nearly double the 2.20 rate in the Remainder of the State. And that the North Coast Division of the State (believed
to cover the area down to Kempsey) suffered 225 deaths (125m & 100f, a death rate of 1.84 per 1000 people).
Those hermits living in the Brunswick district and
relying on the Mullumbimby Star for news would’ve
learnt on 30Jan1919 that After a successful period of
keeping at bay the scourge that is named pneumonic
influenza, it has at last escaped quarantine and is
spreading through Australia..., accompanied by
advice on Preventive Rules and Curative Measures:
Keep away from the cougher, spitter, or sneezer....
Keep out of crowds. Keep in the Fresh Air... and wear
a mask covered by at least four layers of gauze…. The
proclamation declaring NSW an infected State came
into force on Tuesday (28Jan1919) and travellers
through to Brisbane were given a rude shock on
The Brunswick Private Hospital, Mullumbimby, ~1918
arriving at Tweed Heads. Several service cars, as
(Built
by
Dakin Bros for Mrs Peter Nelson (nee Eliza Bassman), cnr
soon as they arrived were confronted by a policeman
Dalley and Tyagarah Sts., 1911, and run with daughter Beatrice.)
and the passengers told that unless they came from
within a ten-mile radius of the border they couldn't enter Queensland.... And all rounded off with a prominent advert by
Mullum’s Town Clerk calling for volunteer carers, including Assistant Nurses, Stretcher Bearers, Patrol Work, And those
willing to care for the Children of Stricken Parents; also, Position of Paid Laundress.
On 6Feb1919 the local rag boasted that There is one thing in the country dweller's favour with the epidemic, and that is
that fresh air and sunshine are death on the germ.... There is no other kind of air but the pure in Mullumbimby, so we
should be moderately safe.... At a Council meeting A telegram was read from the Minister for Health re influenza, asking
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the Municipality to form an administrative committee to make any arrangements to cope with an outbreak of pneumonic
influenza…, which complicated the planned 'Welcome Home' receptions for returned soldiers as all assemblies of crowds
were prohibited by the Government…. But two weeks later the Oddfellows' Hall was packed to its utmost capacity by
relatives and friends, who were present by invitation from members of the Protestant Alliance Friendly Society... to
welcome home Tpr Joe Laverty and Gnr Norman Jones. A week later the Girls' Guild followed suit with a "Welcome Home"
tendered... to Messrs Elmore, Row, Berry, Wilkinson, Laverty, McPaul and Payne..., the most popular of its kind given by
the Guild. The hall was comfortably filled. Mayor Selwood presided... over a musical programme, a comedy/farce play,
supper and very risky close-contact dancing.
That latter good news story in the Mullum Star coincided with the Tweed Daily edition of 27Feb1919 reporting the first
influenza cases in the Byron-Brunswick-Tweed strip, noting that Two suspicious cases of illness have occurred at the blacks’
camp near Fingal, the children of half-caste parents….
Meanwhile the Mullum stationmaster was having trouble enforcing the new rules, including the requirement for no-one
to be allowed on the train or platform unless wearing a face mask sufficient to exclude the germs of contagion and so
adjusted to cover the mouth and nostrils..., or suffer a £10 fine. But all the additional regulations were insufficient
precautions according to the discombobulated Star: It is more evident each day that although the plague has been at the
gates of Australia for months past there had been no preparation.... The Coastal towns have asked that some restrictions
be put on travellers from Sydney…, but The Minister has been swayed by a deputation from the Coastal Steamship Owners'
Association regarding the proposed quarantine restrictions on coastal vessels..., which would effectively close down the
whole of shipping on the coast of NSW.... At the same time (13Feb1919) the Star declared the new disease, or plague, (is)
now known as "Flumonia" and reported that 1000 soldiers from the ship Argylshire had broken out of quarantine at North
Head in Sydney, eventually congregating at Manly cargo wharf where they were addressed by General Lee and marched
to more salubrious accommodation at the cricket ground. One of them was Sergeant Major Dudley Bridgland who
somehow managed to make his way home to Mullum 2wks later.
Along with all the Flumonia publicity, the delicate matter of venereal disease was also receiving attention. At present the
Red Scourge is sweeping like a flame through our midst. The cry of the old time was ever "Hush" when syphilis was
mentioned and young people were hushed into silence whilst the country was filled with victims..., so make sure you get
along to the Empire Theatre to see "The Red Scourge", screening as a five-act drama depicting the ravages of VD. Children
under 16 will not be admitted.
By May1919 Mullum apparently had suffered no cases of Flumonia, but panic settled
in when some returned soldiers from the Main Arm road gang were brought to town
and isolated in Nurse Nelson's Private Hospital, recently commandeered by the
Mullumbimby Administrative Committee. On 22May1919 George Cameron, ownereditor of the Mullum Star, ranted that This week Mullumbimby has had its hair on end.
Every day the wild alarmist has closed the schools, the churches, and the picture shows;
no meetings can be held and if people come into town they have to get a medical
certificate to get out again!, and so on ad infinitum…, but it's all a false alarm as The
cases that have caused the scare are ones of common or garden influenza from the
Soldiers' Settlement.... Nevertheless, this incident got Mullum officially proclaimed an
'Infected Area', with all its attendant draconian restrictions, which were quickly
ignored by the citizenry after a week or so. Into Jun1919 George was still agitating over
the apathy of the Council or 'somebody' in not having the restrictions lifted, as the
Beatrice and Eliza Nelson ~1917
(Beatrice died 1918 aged 31 and
regulations are not observed, and the whole thing is farcical in the extreme.... Lismore
Eliza in 1922 aged 59.)
and Casino, who have had the pneumonic degree of influenza..., can get their
restrictions to be abated but not Mullum..., which sits twiddling its thumbs and neither carries out the restrictions nor asks
their removal....
But next week (12Jun1919) the ‘germ’ trespassed onto George’s patch, prompting him to change tack and warn that The
influenza scourge is still spreading..., while Lismore has had the restrictions removed, Grafton has the full lot on, Bangalow
has only partial restrictions, Murwillumbah has no restrictions, and Mullumbimby (with no flu) has the whole lot in force
but not enforced…. The Tweed District Hospital now has 18 cases and The influenza epidemic continues to go through
Murwillumbah at a very rapid rate…. There are 26 patients remaining in the Lismore District Hospital…. The outbreak is
still raging at Bangalow..., which claimed its first victim in 33yr old Mrs Lillian Rankin, leaving a husband and 6 children.
Things had developed quickly at Bangalow, the Tweed Daily reporting on 23May1919 that Influenza is very prevalent at
Bangalow, there being 35 (18 of which are in hospital) in the town and surrounding district…. A proclamation was issued
on Wednesday (21May1919), declaring Bangalow an infected area, by which all indoor gatherings, such as schools and
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churches, are to be prohibited. No restrictions, however, have been placed on travelling. This action was taken by the Shire
(Byron) Council, on the advice of the Government Medical Officer. On 13Jun1919 Bangalow was reported with 26 patients
in the private hospital, and 23 in the auxiliary hospital (which comprised 40 beds in the commandeered A & I Hall). A
number of other people are ill in their own homes. An update on 21Jun1919 said The auxiliary influenza hospital in the
Agricultural Hall is now occupied by 34 patients. There have been 12 admissions and 9 discharged through the week, and
one death…. Nurse Avery has been down with the disease, and all the work has fallen on the shoulders of Nurse Tansey,
who has had a most strenuous week. Happily the services of Nurse Allen have been secured.… Miss I. Crapp, one of the
voluntary aids, was stricken down on Tuesday…. But thanks to the noble band of girls…, The epidemic appears to have died
in Bangalow. The cases in the hospital now are all from a distance, including Byron Bay and Pearce’s Creek….
Over at the Bay the first reported cases occurred on 6Jun1919 in the local Aboriginal’s camp, and Sergt Howarth found
that Harry Bray, Clara (his wife) and Linda (his daughter), had contracted bad colds…. Dr Corlis, Government Health Officer,
was called and found serious indications. All precautions were therefore taken, the camp quarantined and patrolled by
special constables…. An update 11 days later said The other six aborigines of the camp are in isolation…. As with Fingal,
the influenza probably arrived from the devastated Aboriginal Reserve at Stoney Gully near Kyogle, where it was reported
on 19Apr1919 that 110 were quarantined, 62 infected, and 12 had died.
Back at Mullum, the residents were informed on
19Jun1919 that Mayor Selwood, Town Clerk Boxall, Dr
and Mrs Ward, Jack Kunkler and Harry Clarke were
suffering from influenza, the latter two catching it in
Brisbane and Murbah respectively, with no clarification
as to whether it was genuine flumonia or George’s
'garden variety'. But Dr John Ward arguably became
Mullum's first victim when he died on 23Jun1919, aged
35, although 32yr old Charles Schrader could claim the
dubious distinction, implied in his belated death report
of 3Jul1919, which accompanied an editorial titled
Flumonia, summarising that Since last week, when the
disease was reported to be prevalent, there has been a
Mullumbimby Private Hospital 1919.
big increase in cases, and two or three are reported to
(Sited diagonally opposite the Nelson Hospital and acquired by
be very severe. The Government Medical Officer (Dr
Nurse Davis 1917. Purchased by Mrs Webb 1928 and later became
Gibson) says that the only thing that will stop the
the home of her son-in-law, Dr D.D. Gibson.)
disease spreading is a secure quarantine.... In
Murwillumbah the disease is worse than apparent, and from all accounts flumonia came here by infection from those who
attended a boxing match. It was here before, but was not in so an infectious character.... So far the quarantine has been a
farce.... In Mullumbimby, flu is spreading rapidly.… On Wednesday last (25Jun1919) Dr Goldsmid, of Murwillumbah,
attended 120 cases of 'flu between Cudgen and the North Arm, and this without counting hospital cases....
Thereafter the cases started to mount, ironically when it was starting to abate elsewhere. Up this way, Grafton, Lismore,
and Murwillumbah claim a decrease. Casino, however, is said to be in a bad way - there are no restrictions whatever there.
Locally, the position as to the epidemic is the same as last week - only there is more of it.... On Tuesday morning (8Jul1919)
the Administrative Committee met in the Council Chambers. It was reported that Nurse Nelson's Hospital was filled to its
utmost capacity and more accommodation was required. They requisitioned the School of Arts as an emergency hospital
and by 5pm the hospital was in full swing with Nurse Kirk in charge of two patients, who were lodgers at the now
quarantined Railway Hotel. An Emergency Hospital was initially created out of the School of Arts 'supper room' while the
'reading room' became the nurses' quarters. All meetings and functions scheduled at the School of Arts were either
cancelled/postponed or held on the balcony. Other organisations held open-air meetings. After holding no meetings for
2mths the Municipal Council finally held an open-air get-together on 24Jul1919 at which the business papers ended up
being blown all around town.
Through Jul1919 the epidemic is known to have claimed 32yr old Mrs Elsie Rice (nee Tindall) of Brunswick Heads, leaving
widower Tom and 5 children; 25yr old Walter Walmsley, son of George of Billinudgel; 31yr old Mrs Lucy Henry (nee
Ringland) of Billinudgel, leaving husband Oliver and 6 children; 35yr old Nathanial Phillips (seemingly a New Zealand farm
hand); Mrs Elizabeth Rose, wife of Charles, the manager of North Coast Soldiers' Settlements; Mrs Elizabeth Lee, the wife
of Richard of Main Arm; 31yr old John Sweetman of Billinudgel who died at the School of Arts; Victor and Gordon
Reddacliff, the sons of William of the Brunswick Road; 19yr old William McLennan of Burringbar who died in Nurse Davis'
Private Hospital in Dalley St; and 26yr old Mrs Mary Halpin (nee Cromiskey), wife of Gregory of Burringbar. The popular
Joe Hollingworth, foundation Mayor of Mullum, died 23Jul19 on a visit to Sydney, while Mullum’s prominent newsagent
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Robert Gourlay lingered until 5Aug19 and 50yr old Frank James of Myocum until 29Sep19. Further afield, respected exMullum pioneers Jacob and Gottlieb Fisher died at Kyogle.
Many more were hospitalised but recovered, including the high-profile Charles
Rose, who handed over management of the Main Arm Soldiers' Settlement to Jack
Kunkler of Mullum Creek; the Revs J. H. Kittell and J.S. Hamilton, who left the
Anglican and Presbyterian flocks leaderless for 6wks or so, while all denominational
services were held in the open-air adjacent to respective churches; and Byron Shire
Clerk Brownwell who recuperated in the Emergency Hospital created out of the
Council Chambers at the Bay. But even when upright again the flu continues to hang
on to a patient for months after the first collapsing assault, and for months a
community is silky after the raging epidemic has passed. Headache, neurasthenia,
melancholia, uselessness, billiousness, rheumatism, lumbago, cough, catarrh, and
pleurisy abound. And of these the greatest is uselessness. This word describes the
exact feeling. (Charles Rose married Dr Ward's widow and moved to Nundah, where
he died in 1930.)
Another who caught the bug was Nurse Kirk at the School of Arts, at which time
two trained nurses are now in charge. VADs (Voluntary Aid Detachment of the Red
Cross) will be urgently needed on Monday to take the place of those who need a
Dr Duncan David Gibson ~1932
rest.... Everywhere reports an abatement in the epidemic, and Mullumbimby can
expect the same shortly. Notwithstanding this, take all precautions. At its peak in mid Jul1919 the School of Arts housed
~35 patients, and Most cases in the hospital are from the country districts.... Of the homes which are quarantined they
also are fewer in number. At the end of the month, After a big slump of cases in the latter part of last week, there was a
slight recrudescence at the beginning of the week - mostly of whole families.... The greatest worry is the securing of
voluntary assistance, mostly to look after patients in private houses. Mr Boxall, the Acting Town Clerk, is the busiest and
most-worried man in town at present. Every hour of every day there is someone who wishes to be attended to, and he is
at his wit's end how to supply, as his list has run out, but hoping for a response to his large advert in the same edition that
VADs Urgently Wanted....
The billiard saloons were allowed to
reopen on Monday (4Aug1919), and
it is expected that the whole of the
restrictions will be lifted by
Saturday. The following week The
epidemic has slackened off
considerably, there now being no
serious cases. In the emergency
hospital at the School of Arts there
are now only eight patients.... And
on 4Sep19 This scourge has about
run its course in Mullumbimby there are very few cases now - but in
Myocum, Tyagarah, Ewingsdale,
and along that stretch of country, it
is said to have a strong hold..., one
of the recent victims being Frank
James of Myocum. The Womens'
Kurraba Private Hospital.
Guild signalled an end to the scare
(Built by Dr F.P. Quirk opposite the Anglican Church in Stuart St in 1921 and passed to
with a social at the School of Arts, as
Nurse Daly that same year. It became a public hospital - the Mullumbimby War
Mullumbimby had been leading a
Memorial Hospital - in 1947.
cloistered existence for the last two
months, owing to the influenza restrictions…, and the hall was packed, mostly with young folk intent on dancing.... And a
sure sign that that things had settled down was the switch in adverts for Wawm’s Wonder Balm, from an influenza
preventative aid to a cure for baldness, carried in both the Mullumbimby Star and Byron Bay Record.
In the meantime, over at the Bay the first reported influenza cases after the Bray family of Broken Head occurred On
Sunday and Monday (14-15Jun1919) when Sergt Howarth, Mr O’Shannassy, and William Power were taken to Bangalow
Hospital…. Sergt Howarth contracted the attack in carrying out his official duties in connection with the black’s camp; Mr
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O’Shannessy is a commercial traveller who came to the Bay from Murwillumbah on Saturday, too ill to go on by the steamer
Orara that evening as he intended; Wm Power got his sickness somehow – anyhow…. Two other mild cases of influenza
were taken from the town to Bangalow…. Byron Bay is not an infected town, but it assuredly will be as soon as a building
for the accommodation of influenza patients from all parts is found. There is no doubt but that the pressure on Bangalow
should not be added to by our patients, at the same time the fault that we have no hospital building lies at the door of
every citizen in Byron Bay, in view of the fact that money collected for the purpose of building a hospital has been lying idle
in the Bank for years.
The Byronians turned the Shire Hall into a temporary hospital on Sunday 29Jun1919, the first patient being Mrs Phillips
after her husband’s earlier removal to overcrowded Bangalow. By Tuesday it housed 9 patients, at which time The embargo
was lifted from the blacks’ camp…, as they have been declared recovered and fit to go out and catch opossums again.
Some 13 of the natives had been quarantined for about four weeks…. Influenza has been brought to Byron Bay in its
infectious form by commercial travellers and through local people visiting Murwillumbah (a town much to be pitied for
four deaths last Saturday, making 17 in all), and other infected centres. What a farce quarantine is when our local junior
footballers were permitted to go to Bangalow last Saturday and “play the game” in the vicinity of a score or more influenza
patients, and how is it possible to keep contacts from well people when doctors, nurses and VADs are here, there, and
everywhere?
By 4Jul1919 the school building had been converted into an emergency hospital, housing 26 patients within a few days,
and the Shire Council Staff were able to return from their temporary offices in the Literary Institute. On 26Jul1919 the
Record noted that The influenza scourge is still serious in all centres, Mullumbimby “Star” reports it is still raging at that
centre but “raging more mildly”. Many deaths have occurred throughout the Richmond and Tweed districts. Casino’s death
toll up to Monday (21Jul19) totalled 35.
On 9Aug1919 the Record announced that There are now 16 patients receiving treatment…, but The epidemic appears to
be on the decline and within a few days it is hoped that voluntary restrictions on meetings and amusements may be safely
lifted. And on 23Aug1919 it was all over bar the shouting with a report that A few influenza patients still remain in the
emergency hospital, at the Public School, all reported doing well. Home cases are still reported but it is hoped the epidemic
is over. Byron Bay has been most fortunate in having no fatal cases to date, doubtless due to the energetic steps taken in
the first instance, medical skill, and good nursing. Bangalow remained the Bay’s main medical service centre until the
Byron District Hospital was opened in 1952.

Awaiting arrival of the Wollongbar at Byron Bay Jetty 1Jan1919.
(Pier Hotel, cnr Bay and Fletcher, Council Chambers (ex-Lincoln Hall, aka Jarman’s Hall), cnr Bay Lane and Fletcher, and
Andrew Ferguson’s Store (aka Ferguson’s Pier Refreshment Rooms), Jonson St.
(Courtesy Richmond Tweed Regional Library)

At Bangalow things took a little longer to settle down, With somewhere about 60 patients in the A&I Hall things are getting
somewhat serious…, said the Northern Star on 27Jun1919. A further 3 deaths were recorded on 29Jul1919 (including
Alfred Kidd, a camper with a family at the Byron Bay Picnic Grounds), but the place closed on 11Aug1919, having treated
187 patients over the 9wks of its use as an emergency hospital. A last hurrah for influenza in the local area was noted by
the Northern Star on Wednesday 17Sep1919: Ewingsdale and surroundings, which practically missed the previous
influenza epidemics, has at last received its full charge. During the last week scarcely a home, wholly or in part, has escaped
its ravages. The attendance at the local school has fallen off to almost zero, over 85 per cent being affected…. The visitation
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is not a very severe type, though very virulent…, and dairymen are experiencing an
anxious time as the helpers go down one after the other….
Anglican Scotsman George Cameron, proprietor of the Mullum Star since 1913,
became bed-ridden in Oct1919 and died 27Jun1920, aged 42, the death attributed
to the lingering after-effects of a mild attack of the Spanish Flu. Peter Tsicalas
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A Mystery Artefact
While sorting unaccessioned items
in the shed we came across the
item pictured left. A request for
identification on our Facebook
page was successful, with thanks
to Suzie Bracey and her dental
technician husband. It is an
Articulator which is used to
fabricate dentures. It is supposed
to reproduce the movement of the
jaws. It came from Howard Timms’
laboratory.
It was produced by The Gibling Brothers who had been manufacturing quality
dental products since 1911 in Victoria. Renowned for their focus on quality and
innovation, Gibling Bros. products are held in the highest regard amongst the
dental profession. In 1998, Gibling Bros. was acquired by Unident Australia. The
maker’s name, patent number 31363/49 and initials GB are etched into the top
surface.
Howard A. E. Timms (1928-2000) and his wife Val married in 1951 in Brisbane.
They soon moved to Mullumbimby as Howard was employed as a dental
technician by Bill Smith & Bill Shay, dentists Mullumbimby. At that time dental
technicians could not set up separately.
When Premier Wran changed the legislation, Howard went to Sydney and trained
as a Dental Prosthesis and on return opened his own business upstairs in the
Nelson building. He worked there for himself for over 10 years until he had a
stroke in 2000. The Pearl Dental Studio purchased the business.
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2020 Membership Subscription is due now!
BRUNSWICK VALLEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY INC. MUSEUM
RENEWAL OF MEMBERSHIP 2020
Membership Fees
Payment Options
Adults $15
Cheque/postal order payable
Direct deposit
Concession $10
Brunswick Valley Historical
Bank: Westpac
Students $5
Society Inc
BSB:032 583
Printed mailed copy PO Box 378
A/c No: 201192
of newsletter $5 p.a. Mullumbimby 2482
Reference: Your name
Name …………………………………………………………………………………………………………....
Address: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Email ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Phone No………………………………………Mobile: …………………………………………
I wish to receive the newsletter by: email / post / pick up at museum

*Deadline for newsletter items
Friday 9 May 2020

NEXT MEETING
Cancelled until further
notice
MUSEUM HOURS - Closed
Until further notice
MULLUMBIMBY
COMMUNITY MARKET
Cancelled until further notice
Ph: 66843370
mullummarkets.com.au
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